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Keep fit: 2 Minutes a Day
Don’t have time for exercise?
Aqua Regia finds out that you
might not need as much as
first thought.

coming up inside...

Mice Love Rice

Smorgasboard of Goodies^
New species of mice of
mice discovered in food
stall in Laos

:: Letter from the president - hear
from the fearless pres, Soz
:: Revolutionary new puzzle - fac-
torise a number into its prime factors -
perfect for the boring train ride home

SciSoc? What’s this SciSoc
thing that you talk about?

SciSoc (the Science Society) is the
Faculty Society that represents all
Science students at the University
of  Sydney. It encourages greater
student participation in social
activities and the running of  the
Faculty.

SciSoc is proudly supported by
APESMA.
http://www.apesma.asn.au/

:: cover story ::

BREAKING NEWS:
Commerce and Law
Students Can’t Play Frisbee
See page 3 for details

Six minutes of intense exercise
a week does as much good as
six hours, according to a study.

People could cut their workouts
from two hours a day, three
times a week, to just two
minutes a day and achieve the
same results, claim researchers.

The two-minute workout
requires cycling furiously on an
exercise bike in four 30-second
bursts.

Professor Martin Gibala, the
author of the study, said: “The
whole excuse that ‘I don’t have
enough time to exercise’ is
directly challenged by these
findings.

“This has the potential to
change the way we think about
keeping fit.”

The study, published in this
month’s Journal of Applied
Physiology, involved 23 men
and women aged between 25
and 35 who were tested to see

how long it took them to cycle
18.6 miles.

One group cycled for two hours
a day at a moderate pace. The
second biked harder for 10
minutes a day in 60-second
bursts.

The last group cycled at an
intense sprint for two minutes
in 30-second bursts, with four
minutes of rest in between each
sprint.

At the end of the two weeks
each of the three groups was
asked to repeat the 18.6 mile
cycling test. Every subject was
found to have improved to the
same degree.

Further tests showed that the
rate at which the subjects’
muscles were able to absorb
oxygen also improved to the
same level.
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editorial

A new species of rodent has
been discovered - for sale on a
food stall in a market in south
east Asia.

The rock rat - or kha-nyou - is
unlike any rodent seen before
by scientists, reports New
Scientist.

It was spotted by conservation
biologist Robert Timmins in the
Khammouan region of Laos.

He said: “It was for sale on a
table next to some vegetables.
And I knew immediately it was
something I had never seen
before.”

Timmins, of the Wildlife
Conservation Society, said locals
prepare the rodent for eating by
roasting it on a skewer.

Timmins and his team have
subsequently trapped the

New Rat Discovered

animal with the help of local
people, but have never seen it
alive either in the wild or in the
market.

The creature looks something
like a cross between a large
dark rat and a squirrel, but is
actually more closely related to
guinea pigs.

It is not closely related to any
other rodents and researchers
have had to create a whole new
family, the Laonastidae, to
accommodate it.

The last new mammal family
was created in 1974 with the
discovery of the bumblebee bat.

aqua mailaqua mailaqua mailaqua mailaqua mail
Who wrote the front page article
(pointing to the previous issue
of Aqua Regia)? He’s an idiot.

Commerce/Law II student overheard
outside Merewether

It would be really good if there
was even just some SCIENCE
stuff in there for interests
sake...

Soz, SciSoc Pres

Look I don’t understand you
science people. You study all
day long, yet you seem to have
so much fun all the time... and
no backstabbing among your-
selves... amazing! How do you
do it?

Anonymous
Commerce/Law VIII

I didn’t quite know what to write
this issue. I suspect it has to do
with the fact that it’s exam time
and I’ve got other things on my
mind. Hmm, alright let’s write
about that, since you’ve prob-
ably got exam-related thoughts
swimming around your head too
(in replacement of the stuff
that’s supposed to be in there).

I suppose remember that these
exams are there for a purpose,
and that it’s all part of a larger
framework of acquiring knowl-
edge, fitting the pieces together,
to make you one of the best in
your field when you leave uni.
Exams are probably not best
done for the sake of doing
them, because, to be honest,
they’re not all that interesting.

However, no matter how much
you loathe matrices or the
applied physics they study over
in the chemistry building (^^),
remember that science exists in
a larger context. It is science
that will bring the advances in
technology that will enable us to
create sustainable cities, reduce
famine and seed a future civili-
sation beyond the confines of
the Earth. You will be there.

Science (oh alright, and engi-
neering) has also enabled us to
typeset and print this newslet-
ter. But the fact that you are
actually reading this now is due
to your Union subscriptions, but
that’s for another day.

Enoch Lau & Julie Mok 8/6/2005
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General Information: scisoc@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au
Aqua Regia & Aqua Trader: aqua@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au
Interfaculty Sports: sports@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au
Second hand bookshop: bookshop@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au
First-year Officer: juliem@student.usyd.edu.au

Website: http://www.sci.soc.usyd.edu.au/

Or just slide a message under our door on Level 4 Carslaw...

aqua@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au

aqua trader at your service...

Got stuff you want to give to us? Pieces of Amazonian Rainforests? Fluffy Cauchy integrals? Free
iPods? Send them in! We’d love to hear from you.

Amazonian Rainforest. Prime
deforested real estate for sale. No
trees, not much topsoil either. Great
value. Ph: 1900 NOTREE

Aqua Trader Submissions. It’s free,
and you get a readership that num-
bers in the hundreds of thousands.
Send classified advertisements to
aqua@sci.soc.usyd.edu.au

Drive-The-Car Day. Sponsored by
the Brown and Gray Party. Ruin the
environment before it’s becomes too
pristine! Visit www.drivetowork.com

Fluffy Cauchy Integrals. Specially
hand-crafted from the finest of
Hungarian wool, these priceless gifts
will brighten the day of any aspiring
mathematician. Visit Carslaw Rm
777 quick, limited stocks.

So its that time of the year
again, first semester over and
out. It’s a funny thing how time
flies, maybe someone can come
up with a theory as to why time
move so much faster when you
have 4 reports, 2 quizzes and 5
exams to deal with…..aside from
that there are always weird
contradictions- like why is win-
ter displaying signs of summer
sun, and freezing temperatures-
and no RAIN! (just when we so
desperately need it
too).

I think its really important that
we all continue (and maybe for
some of us) start looking at
ways to reduce our water wast-
age. Sure its winter, we all love

Soz Says Save Water to keep warm – but that doesn’t
mean we have to have 40
minute hot showers, sure it’s a
little dry but do we really need
to water our gardens that much,
sure you need to wash your
dishes – but at least try to use
less water to rinse and wash. I
guess my point is we not city
planners, we can’t just blame
other parties and say ‘change
policies’ ‘dig another dam
damn it’ [having said that- our
water mains are a bursting left
right and centre]- we can all do
our little bit and hopefully in the
long run we can make a differ-
ence!

Righto that’s it from me, Thanks
for a great semester everyone, I
hope SciSoc has helped you
have fun, See ya at the BBQ-

and next semester – THE
BUCKY BALL (annual formal
dinner)

Soz (President)

1. Sci (yay)
2. Arts
3. Med
4. Vet
5. Engo
6. Edu
7. Pharm
8. Law (bwahahaha)
9. Com (bwahahaha)

Results from Ulti-
mate Frisbee

Touch football is on Wednesday
3 August
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puzzles
31 terms related to the human body are hidden in the puzzle. Find all 31.
(No no, remember you’re not procrastinating - you’re just practising for your Human Biology exam)

Find the unique prime factorisation of the following numbers:
(No no, this isn’t procrastination either - this is revision for discrete maths)

385727349
47273094880

7376494028

474648202


